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White punks on dope climb

Winners of The White Punks on Dope (5.9) Thursday night, we left Inyokern around 8 p.m. Driving to Needles wasn't bad, we were listening to music from my shuffle and Walter was completely awake giving me directions. We got a pullout at 10pm and quickly got the sorting gear the next day. With packs all set the next morning, I ate a snack, braided my hair,
and got my clothes all set for an early morning wake up at 4.40am. I was super excited to climb the next day, so I read a little calm on my nerves. It was a warm side caravan, so Walter selected to sleep outside the spot (with a camp pillow) - what a traditional Californian climber! I was a little nervous that he was out there because we'd seen a skunk dragged
off the road for dinner just about half a mile from where we were! I heard my cell phone crouching at 4:40 and decided to sleep until 5:15. By then it was light outside and the sky was a light part of the clouds. We were hoping for the best weather and started eating breakfast. I'm not a big fan of eating before 9am, but climbing I'll do almost nothing! I downed 16
oz OJ and packed the rest of the morning party in my bag. We left Charlie (my pickup) at 6am. The approach to the hike (well rehersed now!) went well. We both noticed how mugune it was like being a good guy in Kentucky. We only took one wrong turn, but it only cost us five minutes. Little inconvenience, but not drama. We got to climb around 7am and I
had my morning party; hard boiled egg, fruit stick and some cheese. Yum! Walter's putting the pro on the field on 1. Walter, a little higher on the 1st floor. Walter started the first pitch around 7:30. Like a cannon was fired, he blew up the road! If I hadn't known better, I'd have thought he'd be working all night to sleep-not-lousy for five hours! I was glad to see
him eliminated, but suddenly a very large bee approached me. It was an aggressive bee, I could feel the wings when it flew around me. I tried not to move it or provoke it, but how can I do it and still kill Walter! It was nerve-wracking extreme. About when I took another picture, above, the bee flew away, only to come back with a friend! Two of them flew into my
face and darted around my helmet. I was hoping the rest of the hive wouldn't join them. In Alaska, a hive has attacked me. Yellow jackets are pretty aggressive, and after this experience, I wouldn't want it for my worst enemy. A week after the event, my whole face was swollen and I couldn't see or breathe through my nose from all the stings! When Walter said
Belay On, I was stoned because I finally got to leave the bees! Unfortunately, they followed me with all the bait! It's like they wanted to see if Walter's placements were okay or not! It I almost 45 minutes to clean that friggin pitch, as a result. The bees were lurking in a bad way. Looking down to pitch 1 from the beginning of Pitch 2. Pitch Crux Move, heading
left. Or... Alternatively... one could go right! I arrived at the first belay (pictured above) and the bees hung out a bit. I was afraid of these bees, and I desperately wanted to get moving up to pitch 2. So, our shift in anchor could have been a speed record! The bees hung around until I pulled the traps (picture 2 above) and then they left. I think they were
wondering how to do it!!! anyway, another pitch after crux (5.8), goes easy at 5.6 and ends with an alcched before the chimney pitch. Unfortunately, we didn't get pictures of the chimney. We climbed the chimney because the last time Walter was there, he had done his face. There were some fun moves on the chimney, but it was mossy inside. The challenge
was keeping your shoes dry. If it was earlier in the year, I would certainly rather take a face on the line because the chimney is probably even wetting! Anyway, Walter did a good job protecting the chimney movements, and the pitch went very fast. Leading the 4th pitch Higher up the 4th pitch Looking back at the top of the 4th pitch! It was my turn to drive and it
was the moment I expected! Beautiful crack of fingers, lying on the feet with delicate little edges. Stuff legends and rightly the best pitch route! We had taken a standard rack, plus a set and a half of aliens, some HBs, and the number 4 BD Camelot. On this pitch, I used 10 knuckles and 2 nuts. A lot of pro first 150 feet, but it's sparse past 50 feet! At the end,
the route of the quarterback off as steep and finishes 20 foot runs out with 5.6 liebacking. Yes, I was in charge of the 4th. Occasionally, when I was doing the tip part, I was about 4 feet anchor and my left leg slipped out from under me. I thought I was a gonner, and I almost lost it. I whine and shout obsenities. Walter told me about it in a calm and soothing
voice. Without him, I wouldn't know what would have happened. In any case, I got up to the belay riff and set the anchor and then let the adrenaline rush rise through my body. I don't know what you're doing, but I can't do it. Five shots. Extremely run out of 5.8 plate fest! Walter in the Granite Sea. I look back on the nightmare. The mental power that barely got
me through the 4th pitch would not be nearly enough to draw the insanity that is ... Fifth pass!!! It has a 200 feet permanent 5.8 (maybe even 5.9) plate climbing with only 3 useful bolts. There's a 4th bolt, added later to help out. But it requires about 20 feet of diagonal that pass through complex territory, and by the time you reach that bolt, climbing will mitigate
considerably. A follower can take a huge whip, would be much worse than a straight fall. We do not fully understand the logic of this bolt placement. Walter's way seems to be extremely good. 10 feet left in the third bolt, in the area with a host of little undulations and pockmarked on the plate, then about 50 feet up the big side of the reef. There was a crux
move about 5 feet before getting to the reef and that was a challenge for me. Walter never expressed any concern in this section, to my amazement, probably because of his laser, like concentration. We both survived step 5! Great lead for Walter. There's a twin on square 4! The 6th pitch is an equally complicated finger crack, but not as long as it is a nurse.
It's, eats these little knuckles, and after about 20 feet, it calms down. There are two ways to go cracking crack. On the left is a pretty simple 5.5 ish and on the right is probably 5.6 or 5.7 (?). Once you've made out the main course on the 5th pitch, you deserve this little fun crack like dessert! I loved that finger crack! It's just eating supplies... Oh, that's good! I
was so happy to be at the top, the climb was fantastic. I can relax now. Loving view from the top of the White punks... By the time Walter met me at the top, we'd been on the line for five and a half hours. Decent time, considering it was my first time down the road and Walter's first time driving strange pitches! To find the Rap Rings, we needed some searching.
They did such a good job of painting them to blend into the stone that we couldn't find them! Walter walked half the length of the rope out of the road, looking for them and spotted them on the way back. The rings were 20 feet from where I was! anyway, it took a while for us to rap down (5 raps!). We got back to our packages around 3:00. Rap rings on the
White Punks Drug Addict Walter does on drugs with white punks. You must have two ropes to descend! When we got the packages back, the hedgehog colony decided to set up a store in my backpack! I spent the next 30 minutes shaking these guys open, de-racking and eating an apple. We got Back to Charlie around 4:00. Walter reduced some colds, and I
had Reed's Ginger Brew still in the oj. We discussed the options on 2 December 2009. It was still very muggy out and the sweat was covering me. I needed the chickens to dry! I was pretty tired and decided it would be better to just go home. Walter had knelt on the descent, and I didn't want to risk a serious injury going out the next day. Not to mention that I
was very tired. I wasn't sure my calves would be able to manage another long labby climb without a day off. So, we decided to go to McNally for dinner and then go home. If you're up to Needles vacinity and get a chance, McNally's! It's a steak/burger place, but they have chicken and fish too. Food is served in ridiculous portions. And baked potatoes are
included with all fresh on the side! Anyway, the next time we go, we're going to share dinner between the two of us. The last 1.5 hour drive home went well, I suffered through a pretty gnarly internal thigh cramp so Walter drove a bit. Walter was out by then. When I brought him to him at 9:00, he looked like he was ready to hit the hay. I felt the same way! What
a wonderful adventure; the effort of climbing the whole body, mind, and soul. I can't wait to get back to the needles! Tags: Alpine, CA, Multi-Pitch, Rock Climbing, Needles, Traditional, White Punks On Dope August 01, 2014 Brian Burke route: white punks on the dope: 5 pitches, 900', Grade II, 5.8 + pg13date: 6.27.15time route: 4 hours beautiful free camping
sequoia near the dome of the rock there is varicrux! called tomas, pointing to the next carin up soot goulash marking approach voodoo dome.  The dome, just out of sight behind the thick ponderosas, has a huge granite formation rising a few thousand feet below the Kern River.  A small circus of these domes form needles, a distant climbing destination
nestled deep south of the Sierra.  We were there on our first trip that ever made it to the area.  the day before, we had climbed several paths to the dome rock, near the formation of a bnna who was recovering from a cold hammock on the valley floor.  we were going to climb what's been named the best moderate route in California, a 5.8-pg13 route called
white punks on drugs.  We were ecstatic.  the weather was incredible with benign cloud cover and low-70s temps.  we did not see any other parties in the area.  the approach was complicated but a short line of tomatoes canopy up some wooded drainage and some farm areas.  the base composition we organized our gear and the thended ropes. addy training
me rock paper scissors to win the first lead addy approaching the top first pitch style addy threw paper, I threw the rock.  He got the first lead.  at the sharp end, pouring out a beautiful left corner crack addy climbed smoothly up the first pitch.  A few minutes later, he was set to belay and it was time for Tomas and Me to start climbing.  we marvelled at the
amazing crack, and Addy's impressive confidence climbed over the last of her hand-sized pieces.  We worked for alkoovin, where Addy woke us up.  It was my turn to drive. Tomas enjoy climbing the voodoo dome I fought over over, onto the face.  a short road to another alckoo to a nice curb.  uncertain for the next move, and sufficiently intimidated by a huge
granite face, I put an anchor and brought my friends up.  After consulting our i-phones beta, we chose our next line and addy again to shed out the lead.  he dug through the kurismu, the chimneys on his sides, and drove another beautiful left corner on the edge of the cliff.  Tomas and I joined him, towing our little backpacks down to us as we chimmneyed up
to the side of the curd with our backs pressed to one side and our feet pressed to the other.   Looking up the corner, I was vibrating nervously in anticipation of the next lead.  addy put me in a belay and I started up, liebacking in a seemingly endless corner of crack.  granite began with a clean dihedral, forming an open book.  As the pitch went higher and
higher, the right side of the book began to spin around, forming a giant wave of granite that surrounded me as I climbed.  endless finger-locking and lying thin corner finally gave way to the transition.  Instead of continuing vertically, made a steep left turn and went horizontally 10 feet to the left, before turning back upwards to continue vertically.  Add
complexity, crack enlarged here friendly finger size crack gaping foot wide off-width crack.  I put the last of my defense on the pitch, creating a mini anchor, and set off horizontally into unprotected off-width.  by highlighting the horizontal of my feet pasted on the plate, I finally reached the horizontal and continued liebacking up to the off-width crack.  Chalking up
after every step of the fight sweat that was coming faster every moment, I focused on moving constantly upwards, trying to avoid thinking about the distance from my last defense fingercrack below.  belay riff approached, and I quietly begged my forearms to let me do it.  Three moves away, two moves, away, I threw the edge and I felt it hit my hand.  Yes!
 sheathed out onto the belay I gave inadvertent cries to my friends below. I was safe in belays.  what an incredible pitch! Addy and tomatoes worked their way up the pitch, hooting a fun climb as well.  We converged and drank water when they joined on the edge.  The core of the pitch was behind us, only two pitches to go to the summit.  The next pitch looked
pretty spooky, so I felt relieved it was Addy's turn to take off the lead.  without crack put on cams and nuts, the next pitch was bolt protected.  unfortunately, the traditionally bolted pitch had only 4 bolts ~ 150 feet to climb.  This meant that the driver needed to climb as much as 40 feet between the bolts, in front of the possibility of 80 foot falling down the plate, a
rather harrowing proposition.  The pitch also featured a rather uncertain style of climb, with small ripping drives to rock the climb, rather than the positive holds to grab.  tomatoes and I watched with baited soul addy stepped out onto the plate and started.   Strong and confident climber, addy seamlessly tic-tack-ed up the plate first bolt.  tomas and I let our
breath with addy clipped bolt (direct falling onto the anchor is a very bad scenario to climb).  he eyes plate, and padded up to another bolt. Clip!  He's headed left.  He looked right.  He looked to the left again. He continued.  Addy stopped, the climbing looked hard in front of him, he moved his right leg up, sticking it on a plate, and swung on his weight.  it
slipped.  Dropping! He pierced the air when he fell, sliding and scraping down the plate before stopping after a 40 foot ride down the face of immense exposure.  I lowered him back to belay, unharmed, but shook.  It felt like I still had to run this field.  I headed up after Addy teed up another bolt where he was pointing straight up in the face.  I went right instead
and found a nicer ripple and divots to put on my feet.  Breathe. Breathe.  step 11.  pull down. step forward.  third bolt. step forward.  Left.  pull down. bolt 4.  Serva.  Don't belay!.  We had one more shot to go! A beautiful splitter finger crack off the riff led to a low angle scrambling as the dome rounded up at the top.  We roped in and hiked from the last ridge to
the top!  It was around noon when we exchanged hi-fives and smiles.  It was the best climb in our short climbing career so far!  Rappel on the back and have a fun hike down through the woods as the car rounded out our afternoon.  Perma-grins drove back to the camp to pick up bnna to continue down the road for some pizza.   back in the car after decending
from voodoo dome, granite formation in the background
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